How we do it
It's as easy as 1-2-3! and we're always ready to give a helping hand.
Step 1
piece

Choose your ceramic

There are many pottery designs to
choose from at Slap 'n DASH.
Whether you're looking for a
dinner plate, a vase, a fairy, or a
dinosaur, we've got all sizes and
shapes of pottery to paint. We're
also happy to special order
anything available in our
catalogues.

Step 2
colour

Pick your design & Select your

Bring an idea from home, create your own design
from scratch or choose from an extensive range
in our ideas books. We have designs to match
every mood, season and occasion. Look at our
gallery pages for some inspiration.
There are lots of bright colours to choose from.
Our colour samples show you what each colour
will look like once it's fired in the kiln. All our
colours are compatible with each other, so you
can mix and match our standard colours with our
specialty glazes. Try our "bumpy" paints for a
puffy accent, outlining bottles for creating a fine
line, and our glaze pencils for a natural "penciled"
look!

Step 3 Create your masterpiece.
Draw free-hand or use tracing
paper to transfer your design onto
the ceramic piece. All pencil
marks burn off in the kiln so don't
worry about mistakes at this
stage.

Apply as much paint as you like
and stay as long as you wish. It's
best to plan at least two hours for
your painting experience. This is
all included in the studio fee. Our
staff members are experts in the
painting process, and they're there
to help you with general
instructions, painting techniques,
and colour suggestions.
Once you've completed your masterpiece, we'll fire it in our kilns and have it ready
for your collection in 5 days. If you need it sooner don't hesitate to ask and we'll do
our best. If you have not finished your painting at this stage we can keep it in a safe
place for you to complete at your next studio session.

